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Abstract

Levelt's four propositions (L1–L4), which characterize the relation between changes in “stimulus strength” in the two eyes and percept alternations, are considered benchmark for binocular rivalry models. It was recently demonstrated that adaptation mutual-inhibition models of binocular rivalry capture L4 only in a limited range of input strengths, predicting an increase rather than a decrease in dominance durations with increasing stimulus strength for weak stimuli. This observation challenges the validity of those models, but possibly L4 itself is invalid. So far, L1–L4 have been tested mainly by varying the contrast of static stimuli, but since binocular rivalry breaks down at low contrasts, it has been difficult to study L4. To circumvent this problem, and to test if the recent revision of L2 has more general validity, we studied changes in binocular rivalry evoked by manipulating coherence of oppositely-moving random-dot stimuli in the two eyes, and compared them against the effects of stimulus contrast. Thirteen human observers participated. Both contrast and coherence manipulations in one eye produced robust changes in both eyes; dominance durations of the eye receiving the stronger stimulus increased while those of the other eye decreased, albeit less steeply. This is inconsistent with L2 but supports its revision. When coherence was augmented in both eyes simultaneously, dominance durations first increased at low coherence, and then decreased for further increases in coherence. The same held true for the alternation periods. The initial increase in dominance durations was absent in the contrast experiments, but with coherence manipulations, rivalry could be tested at much lower stimulus strengths. Thus, we found that L4, like L2, is only valid in a limited range of stimulus strengths. Outside that range, the opposite is true. Apparent discrepancies between contrast and coherence experiments could be fully reconciled with adaptation mutual-inhibition models using a simple input transfer-function.

Introduction

Binocular rivalry is a phenomenon which occurs when our eyes receive stereo-incompatible inputs at the same retinal location. This leads to perceptual alternations between the two images even though both stimuli are constantly present. The majority of current models of binocular rivalry assume that alternations between the two dominance states involve interaction between feedback cross-inhibition and slow self-adaptation [1,2,3,4,5]. In these models, populations of neurons which represent the competing percepts inhibit each other through their output, resulting in suppression of one percepts and dominance of the other. As a result of adaptation, the inhibition from the dominant population to the suppressed one slowly decays allowing the suppressed population to become dominant, which in turn allows the previously dominant population to recover from adaptation.

Although several studies have challenged the role of adaptation [but see e.g. 6,7,8], there is substantial evidence that adaptation plays a significant role in binocular rivalry alternations [9,10,11,12,13,14]. Evidence for the involvement of reciprocal inhibition originates from Levelt’s [13] influential study on binocular rivalry dynamics which characterized how alternations between the two percepts are affected by the strengths of the stimuli in the two eyes. More specifically, Levelt's second proposition (L2) entails (together with L1 and L3) that if the stimulus strength is changed in one eye, it affects exclusively the dominance durations of the contralateral eye, while having no effect at all on the dominance durations of the eye in which the stimulus strength is manipulated [16]. This result may seemcounterintuitive at first glance, but is easily explained within the framework of reciprocal inhibition where a given stimulus generates not an isolated response but one linked to the response generated by another, competing stimulus. L2 was reconfirmed in the way it was stated by Levelt [17,18], and later in a more attenuated form, which states that there are also changes (albeit much smaller) in dominance durations of the ipsilateral eye [19,20]. More recently, this view on L2 was challenged by Brascamp et al. [21] who, by testing a wider range of stimulus contrasts, found that dominance durations mainly changed for stimuli in the eye which received the higher-contrast image [see also 22,23]. The fourth proposition (L4) posits that increasing the stimulus strength in both eyes shortens the suppression phases of stimuli in both eyes, leading to increases in the rivalry alternation rate, i.e., decreases in dominance duration of the two competing percepts.
Levelt’s four propositions became an experimental hallmark for testing theoretical models of binocular rivalry, and one appeal of adaptation mutual-inhibition models is their ability to successfully replicate them [24,25]. However, it was recently demonstrated that most of these models capture L4 only in a limited range of stimulus strengths, because they predict an increase in percept durations as a function of the increasing input strength for a range of low input values [26,27]. This behavior is often considered as a limitation of adaptation mutual-inhibition models to explain binocular rivalry [6,28]. But, the apparent mismatch between empirical data and the model prediction may also be due to the limitations imposed by the inability of low contrast stimuli to evoke binocular rivalry [29].

In general, however, contrast is not the only physical parameter that determines ‘stimulus strength’. For example, in a wide range of perceptual studies, the percentage of coherently moving dots is used to manipulate the strength of random-dot motion stimuli [e.g. 30,31,32,33,34,35]. Moreover, preliminary data indicates that two rivalry motion stimuli with coherence values near the motion discrimination threshold still elicit perceptual alternation [36]. This suggests that coherence could be a better candidate for testing L4 at low stimulus strengths.

The possibility exists, however, that motion coherence does not alter the average signal amplitude. Instead, changes in coherence could influence the noise within the competing populations. If so, one should expect that the effect of manipulating the percentage of coherently moving dots differs from the effects of changing stimulus contrast, and that it can be described by changing the amount of noise on the input in adaptation mutual-inhibition models.

So far, experimental tests of Levelt’s propositions have primarily focused on contrast manipulations [e.g. 17,20,21], but to our knowledge, they have not yet been tested for coherence. We thus studied changes in dominance alternations evoked by manipulating either contrast or coherence of rivalrous motion stimuli. The results were compared against the predictions from an adaptation mutual-inhibition model [Noest et al., 2007] in which we changed either the amplitudes or the amount of noise on the inputs.

Most of the studies testing the validity of Levelt’s propositions have used a forced-choice paradigm in which subjects always had to choose between the two competing stimuli. However, by manipulating the stimulus strength one might also influence the occurrence of non-exclusive percepts, such as piecemeal and transparent percepts (i.e., mixed percepts). For very faint stimuli one might even expect that subjects are no longer aware of them or, if they are too noisy, that they do not elicit any coherent percept whatsoever (i.e., ‘null’ percepts). In this study, we therefore asked our subjects to also indicate mixed and ‘null’ percepts so that we could dissociate them from exclusive dominance states.

Methods

Subjects and Setup

Thirteen human volunteers with normal or corrected to normal visual acuity participated in this study. Some of the subjects participated in previous binocular rivalry experiments, but all subjects were kept naïve regarding the purpose of the present study. The subjects gave informed consent in writing prior to their participation. The experiments were approved by the Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre.

Subjects were seated in front of an LCD computer screen (ViewSonic, VX1940w) in an otherwise dark room. Their head and chin was supported by a forehead rest and chin cup. The visual stimuli were generated with a personal computer equipped with an openGL graphics card and presented to the subjects’ left and right eye by means of a front-mirror stereoScope (HyperView, Berezin, U.S.A.). The total viewing distance was 67 cm. The screen resolution was 1680×1050 pixels with an image refresh rate of 60 Hz. We used a precision Minolta Luminance Meter LS-100 to calibrate the display.

Subjects indicated their percepts by pressing mouse buttons. Button states were recorded by the stimulus program and stored for offline analysis.

Visual Stimuli

Stimuli were generated with Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.) using the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions [37,38]. The visual motion stimuli used in the motion rivalry experiments consisted of two independently generated random dot kinematograms (RDKs). Each RDK consisted of 533 white dots (2×2 pixels, 0.05°) that moved against the background within a 4° circular aperture. Every signal dot started at a random location within the aperture and then moved at 4.2°/s for a fixed duration of 4 frames, except in the beginning. In the beginning, each signal dot was assigned a random lifetime between 1 and 4 frames so that, on average, ¼ of the signal dots were replaced with a new set of dots on each subsequent frame of the sequence. If a signal dot reached the boundary of the aperture before its lifetime expired, it was wrapped to the opposite side. Noise dots – if present - were displaced to a new random location within the aperture on each subsequent frame of the sequence. We manipulated either the contrast or the percentage of coherently moving dots, keeping the other parameter fixed at the highest possible value. This ensured that stimulus strength in the other physical stimulus dimension would not hamper the competition.

Experimental Procedures

Motion discrimination thresholds. For all participants, we first determined their motion discrimination threshold for stimulus contrast and motion coherence, respectively. Towards that end, we used a two-alternative forced-choice (2AF/C) motion-direction discrimination task in which identical, unambiguous stimuli were presented to the two eyes. Each trial started with a button press, followed by the presentation of a central fixation point which the subject had to fixate for the remainder of the trial. Subsequently, a visual motion stimulus was presented for 0.5 seconds. At the end of each stimulus presentation, the subject had to indicate the perceived direction of motion, guessing if necessary. In two separate sessions, of 600 trials each, either stimulus contrast, or motion coherence was manipulated in a pseudorandom fashion.

To determine the thresholds for contrast, we presented 100% coherently moving signal dots against a gray background (15 cd/ m²), and we set the luminance of all dots to one of four possible levels between 15.8 cd/m² and 19.5 cd/m². This resulted in a contrast range of 2.5–13% Michelson. To measure the thresholds for coherence, we presented equiluminant white dots (14 cd/m²) moving against a black background (0.12 cd/m²), and we manipulated the percentage of coherently moving dots between 1% and 25% (six levels).

From the resulting psychometric response curves, we determined the 75%-correct discrimination thresholds. These threshold values were then averaged across subjects and the resulting means were used to calculate matching stimulus contrast and coherence values for the binocular rivalry experiments. The average threshold for stimulus contrast was 6.4±0.6% Michelson (mean±SD, with stimulus coherence fixed at 100%). For motion coherence, the averaged threshold was 4.0±0.4% coherence (with stimulus contrast fixed at 98% Michelson).
Binocular rivalry experiments. In the motion rivalry experiments subjects had to fixate a 0.2° cross at the center of visual display throughout the trial. Shortly (1 sec) after the fixation cross appeared, RDKs with horizontal motion in the two opposite directions were presented to the left and right eye for 60 seconds. Thus, in each trial, signal dots either moved in the temporal-to-nasal or in the nasal-to-temporal direction. Motion directions were counterbalanced across the trials.

In all rivalry experiments subjects continuously reported their percepts by pressing and holding one of the two mouse buttons as long as either one of the two coherent motion percepts was dominant (exclusive percept). Both buttons had to be pressed if transparent or piecemeal percept occurred (mixed percept). If the stimuli did not elicit any mixed or coherent motion percept, that is if the subjects could not discern any visual motion, or if they perceived the stimuli as dynamic noise, no button had to be pressed (null percept). Stimuli for the left and right eye were manipulated in two different ways. In the symmetric condition, the changes in stimulus contrast/coherence were the same in the two eyes. In the asymmetric condition, stimulus contrast/coherence was kept fixed in one eye (contralateral eye), and varied from trial to trial in the other eye (ipsilateral eye).

Contrast manipulation. In the contrast experiments (5 subjects), the RDKs consisted of 100% coherently moving signal dots and we manipulated the dot luminance between 20 cd/m² and 47 cd/m² against a gray background of 15 cd/m² (same background as in the 2AFC paradigm). This resulted in contrast levels in the range of 15 to 51% Michelson, with increments of about 1× the 75%-correct motion discrimination threshold for stimulus contrast (see above). Pilot experiments showed that motion rivalry stimuli presented at contrast levels around the average 75%-correct motion discrimination threshold for stimulus contrast were more likely to elicit coherent motion percept. To make sure that our stimuli evoked a motion percept in all subjects under all conditions, the lowest contrast of the dots was therefore set to approximately 2× the average contrast motion discrimination threshold. The seven contrast levels were thus set to 15, 21, 27, 33, 39, 45 and 51% Michelson. The stimuli were presented in both symmetric and asymmetric conditions. For the asymmetric conditions, stimulus contrast in the contralateral eye was kept fixed at 33% Michelson (i.e., about 5× the contrast motion discrimination threshold).

Coherence manipulation. In the coherence experiments, the signal and noise dots were displayed at 14 cd/m² against a black background of 0.12 cd/m² (same background as in the 2AFC paradigm). This resulted in a fixed contrast of 98% Michelson across all trials. To match up with the contrast experiments, the lowest coherence value in the first coherence experiment (6 subjects) was set to approximately 2× the subjects’ average 75%-correct motion discrimination threshold for coherence (see above), and subsequent coherence levels were chosen at increments of about 1× the coherence motion discrimination threshold. Thus, the seven different coherence levels in this experiment were 9, 12, 16, 20, 23, 27 and 31%. As in the first contrast experiment, we applied both symmetric and asymmetric manipulations within each block of 38 trials. For the asymmetric rivalry conditions, motion coherence in the contralateral eye was kept fixed at 20% (i.e., about 5× the coherence motion discrimination threshold).

An additional coherence experiment (4 subjects) was performed to test the symmetric rivalry conditions for a wider range of coherence values comprising coherence levels of 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80 and 100% (i.e., from 0.5 to 50× the average discrimination threshold).

Data were collected in blocks of 38 trials, except in the second coherence experiment, where each block consisted of 29 trials. Trials were presented in pseudorandom order with each stimulus configuration occurring once per block. For all experiments, each subject accomplished 6 blocks, which resulted in 12 trials per experimental condition after pooling the data from the two opponent motion-direction conditions (i.e., temporal-to-nasal and nasal-to-temporal).

Data analysis
Based on the recorded button presses, we first marked all phases of exclusive leftward and rightward motion percepts as well as phases with mixed and/or null percepts if present. Mixed percepts were determined from epochs where subjects pressed both buttons and null percepts from the intervals between two consecutive leftward, rightward or mixed motion percepts (i.e., epochs during which subjects pressed no button). Each particular state change of the buttons had to last at least 50 ms before it was counted as change in percept. This was done because subjects often had to operate both buttons to indicate a switch from one percept to another, resulting in almost simultaneous but slightly asynchronous presses/releases of the two buttons.

For each trial, we then calculated the mean duration of each percept state as well as its predominance, where predominance is defined as the percentage of the total viewing time during which a given state was dominant. Truncated percepts at the end of a trial were included in this predominance measure, but excluded from the computation of mean dominance durations. The resulting values were then averaged across trials, pooling coherent motion percepts according to the eye of origin (i.e., the ipsilateral and contralateral eye), and compared across conditions using repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). We also fitted linear regression lines to the averaged data, and applied Student’s t-tests to evaluate systematic changes as a function of stimulus strength.

To account for the occurrence of non-exclusive percepts, we also quantified the changes in duration of the dominance alternation cycles (second coherence experiment). The duration of each cycle was taken from the onset of an exclusive dominance state (i.e., a coherent leftward/rightward motion percept) to the next-first onset of that same state following an epoch of exclusive dominance of the competing state (i.e., a coherent rightward/leftward motion percept), regardless of the presence/absence of any intervening mixed and/or null percepts.

In some cases (Figs. 1B, 2, 4B and 5) the response curves were better described by quadratic or cubic polynomial functions (see Material S1). But since most of the variance in Figs. 1B and 2 was already explained by the linear terms, and since the inclusion of higher-order polynomial terms did not provide any further mechanistic insight, the main text only reports the results of our linear trend analyses. This first-order approximation only made our test statistics more conservative. To obtain a piece-wise linear approximation of the non-monotonic, n-shaped response functions in Figs. 4 and 5, we split them into two parts based on the location of their respective peaks. To obtain an objective estimate of the peak location, we determined the global maximum of the response curve from a cubic polynomial fit to the data.

Results
Symmetric Contrast Manipulations
We first analyzed the effect of manipulating stimulus contrast in the two eyes simultaneously. Note that there were no significant changes in predominance of the coherent motion percepts as a
result of this symmetric contrast manipulation (Fig. 1A, solid curve; one-way ANOVA: $F_{6,829} = 0.04, p > 0.99$). For all 5 subjects, average predominance of these exclusive motion percepts were close to 50% at all contrast levels, whereas the predominance of both mixed (dotted gray curve) and null (dashed gray curve) percepts was close to 0%. This indicates that decreasing the stimulus contrast down to 26 the motion discrimination threshold (Methods) did not limit the subjects’ ability to perceive coherent motion. Mean dominance durations (Fig. 1B), however, were significantly influenced by the contrast manipulations (one-way ANOVA: $F_{6,829} = 29.89, p < 0.01$). More specifically, in line with L4, we observed that the mean durations of their coherent motion percepts decreased significantly as a function of increasing stimulus contrast in the two eyes (mean 6 SD slope of linear trend: $a = -0.033 \pm 0.009$; t-test, $t_5 = -3.57, p < 0.02$; see Material S1, for a more accurate description of this systematic decline using a 2nd order polynomial fit). This behavior was observed in all 5 subjects (Material S1,Figs. S1 and S2).

### Asymmetric Contrast Manipulations

We then quantified how changing the contrast in one eye affected binocular rivalry. As shown in Figure 2, this manipulation evoked robustly different changes in exclusive dominance of the ipsilateral and contralateral eye (solid curves; two-way ANOVA, eye $\times$ contrast interaction, $F_{6,1652} = 566.33, p < 0.01$ for predominance and $F_{6,1651} = 44.68, p < 0.01$ for mean dominance duration) while the occurrence of mixed (dotted curves) and null percepts (dashed curves) remained close to zero. More specifically, in all our subjects, linear trend analysis of the coherent motion percepts showed that increasing the contrast in one eye, from levels below to levels above the fixed-eye contrast (33%), produced a significant increase in exclusive predominance of that same eye (slope of linear trend: $a = 1.05 \pm 0.15, t$-test, $t_5 = 6.88, p < 0.01$), and a concomitant decrease in exclusive predominance of the other, contralateral eye (slope of linear trend: $a = -2.06 \pm 0.15, t$-test, $t_5 = -6.97, p < 0.01$). Note, however, the changes in mean dominance duration of the manipulated eye were quite modest (slope of linear trend: $a = 0.05 \pm 0.008, t$-test, $t_5 = 5.77, p < 0.01$) compared with those of the contralateral eye (slope of linear trend: $a = -0.20 \pm 0.07, t$-test, $t_5 = -2.86, p < 0.05$); decreasing the contrast in one eye from 51% to 15% Michelson produced a robust increase in mean dominance durations of the contralateral eye. This response pattern, which was slightly better described with higher-order polynomials, was consistently observed in all 5 subjects (Figs. S3 and S4).

Although Fig. 2B shows that changes in one eye’s contrast mainly affected dominance durations of the higher contrast stimulus, as predicted by Brascamp’s revision of L2 [21], the effects of increasing contrast above the fixed-eye contrast (i.e.,
right-hand section of the curves) were relatively small in both eyes. To test if larger changes in dominance durations would occur for bigger increases in ipsilateral contrast, we conducted a second contrast experiment (Fig. S5) in which we tested contrasts between 51% and 83% Michelson. Our results indicated that for these higher contrasts, the mean dominance durations of the manipulated eye indeed increased further while the mean dominance durations of the contralateral eye remained largely unaffected.

Asymmetric Coherence Manipulations

For the coherence experiments, we first quantified how binocular rivalry was influenced by changes in motion coherence in one eye while keeping it fixed in the other. Figure 3 shows the results from the first experiment in which the percentage of coherently moving dots ranged between 9 and 31%.

Note that changing the coherence in one eye led to significantly different changes in predominance (Fig. 3A, two-way ANOVA, eye × coherence interaction, \(F_{6,1997} = 122.99, p<0.01\)) and mean dominance durations (Fig. 3B, two-way ANOVA, eye × coherence interaction, \(F_{6,1922} = 26.51, p<0.01\)) of the ipsilateral and contralateral eye. Increasing the coherence in one eye, from levels below to levels above the fixed (20%) coherence in the other eye, caused a systematic increase in exclusive dominance of that same eye, both in terms of predominance (Fig. 3A, black curve slope of linear trend: \(a = 1.39±0.08, t\text{-test}, t_{5} = 18.43, p<0.01\)) and mean dominance duration (Fig. 3B, black curve, slope of linear trend: \(a = 0.17±0.03, t\text{-test}, t_{5} = 5.89, p<0.01\)). These changes in exclusive dominance of the ipsilateral eye were accompanied by a systematic decrease in exclusive dominance of the contralateral eye. Both predominance (Fig. 3A, solid gray line, slope of linear trend: \(a = 1.17±0.07, t\text{-test}, t_{5} = 16.14, p<0.01\)) and mean dominance duration (Fig. 3B, solid gray line, slope of linear trend: \(a = 0.24±0.01, t\text{-test}, t_{5} = 22.39, p<0.01\)) of the contralateral eye decreased with increasing coherence in the manipulated eye. Note, however, that the overall changes in mean dominance duration resulted from significantly different response patterns across our subjects (multifactor ANOVA, subject × eye × coherence interaction: \(F_{30,1887} = 6.71, p<0.01\), see also Figs. S7 and S8, for individual subject data). At one end of the continuum (Fig. 3C), decreasing motion coherence in one eye mainly increased the dominance durations of the other eye in such a way that the dominance durations of that other eye ramped up as motion coherence in the manipulated eye decreased from levels above to levels below the fixed coherence in the contralateral eye. At the other end of the continuum (Fig. 3D), the effects of decreasing versus increasing coherence in one eye relative to the fixed coherence in the other eye (i.e., the left-hand and right-hand sections of the response curves, respectively) were much more symmetric; either manipulation strongly influences the dominance durations of both eyes in such a way that dominance durations of the eye receiving the strongest of the two stimuli increased while dominance durations of the other eye decreased.

Figure 3. Motion coherence manipulation in one eye. A,B: Predominance (A) and mean dominance duration (B) of the ipsilateral (black solid curves) and contralateral (gray solid curves) eye both changed as a function of ipsilateral coherence. Mixed percepts (gray dotted curves) rarely occurred. Noise-like null percepts (gray dashed curves) comprised only ~10% of the total viewing time, and their mean durations were comparatively short. Data averaged across \(n = 6\) observers. C,D: Mean dominance durations from two individual subjects (S1 and S2) illustrating that observed response patterns ranged from asymmetric (C) to more or less mirror-symmetric (D). Coherence in the contralateral eye was fixed at 20%, which corresponded with 5× the subjects’ 75%-correct motion discrimination threshold for coherence (Methods). Error bars indicate ±1 SEM. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0071931.g003
with the biggest changes occurring in the eye that received the stronger stimulus. These robust differences between subjects could not be accounted for by systematic differences in their non-exclusive percepts.

Symmetric Coherence Manipulations

We then analyzed the effect of manipulating motion coherence in the two eyes simultaneously. For the first coherence experiment it appeared that the applied range of coherence values (9–31%) was too small to fully test the predictions of adaptation mutual-inhibition models against L4. We therefore performed a new experiment in which we applied symmetric coherence manipulations in the range of 2% to 100%. Figure 4 shows the outcomes of that second experiment. As before, the predominance (Fig. 4A) and mean dominance durations (Fig. 4B) of the exclusive (black solid curves), mixed (gray dash-dotted curves), and null (gray dashed curves) percepts are shown separately.

Note, that the symmetric coherence manipulations hardly influenced the predominance of the subjects’ coherent motion percepts (i.e., their reports of exclusive dominance of one of the two motion directions) (Fig. 4A, one-way ANOVA: $F_{13,1197} = 0.83$, $p>0.6$) while the mean durations of these percepts changed substantially (Fig. 4B, one-way ANOVA: $F_{13,1198} = 6.86$, $p<0.01$). These changes were clearly not monotonically related to motion coherence; the mean durations of the coherent motion percepts showed first a robust increase as a function of increasing motion coherence for coherence values up to about 30% (as inferred from a cubic polynomial fit to the data; Methods) and then decreased gradually for higher motion coherence values. This response pattern was consistently observed in all 4 subjects (Figs. S9 and S10). Further post-hoc analysis with piece-wise linear regression indicated that mean dominance durations indeed increased significantly with increasing coherence (slope of trend line: $\alpha = 0.18\pm0.04$, t-test, $t_5 = 4.69$, $p<0.01$) in the lower (<30%) coherence range, and that they decreased significantly (slope of trend line: $\alpha = -0.09\pm0.02$, t-test, $t_4 = -4.22$, $p<0.02$) with increasing coherence in the higher (>30%) coherence range.

The significant increase in mean dominance durations with increasing coherence up to 30% is quite interesting, but due to the presence of non-exclusive percepts it is not immediately clear whether this result entails a violation of L4. The predominance of null percepts (gray dashed curves) indeed increased systematically with decreasing motion coherence and also their mean durations rose significantly (slope of trend line: $\alpha = -0.03\pm0.005$, t-test, $t_{12} = -5.34$, $p<0.01$). The latter might not be surprising given that the direction of coherent motion is more difficult to discern at lower coherence levels. Hence, one might suspect that the observed effect at low coherence values simply resulted from the fact that the coherent motion percepts gave way to noise-like null percepts. Note, however, that the changes in mean dominance duration were, on average, six times larger for the coherent motion percepts compared with those for the null percepts (i.e., slope of linear trend line $\alpha = 0.18\pm0.04$ versus $\alpha = -0.03\pm0.005$, respectively). Moreover, the increase in durations of the null-percepts as a function of decreasing coherence was paralleled by a significant decrease in durations of the mixed percept (Fig. 4B, gray dotted line, slope of linear trend: $\alpha = 0.03\pm0.006$, t-test, $t_{12} = 4.51$, $p<0.01$). Our findings thus point to a real increase in the duration of the alternation cycle with increasing stimulus strength in the low coherence range, as predicted by adaptation mutual-inhibition models.

To test this notion, we also quantified the changes in mean duration of the dominance alternation cycles, where an individual alternation cycle was taken from the onset of an exclusive dominance state to the next-first onset of that same state occurring after exclusive dominance of the competing state (Methods). Figure 5 shows the changes in mean cycle duration as a function of coherence in the two eyes (one-way ANOVA: $F_{13,655} = 2.56$, $p<0.01$). Note, that the non-motonic n-shaped nature of this response curve is qualitatively very similar to the one found for mean dominance durations of the two exclusive motion percepts (c.f. Fig. 4B). This response pattern was consistently observed in all 4 subjects (Fig. S11). Importantly, the cycle durations indeed increased significantly with increasing coherence up to ~30% (slope of trend line: $\alpha = 0.21\pm0.02$, t-test, $t_5 = 8.78$, $p<0.01$) and then decreased significantly for higher motion coherence values (slope of trend line: $\alpha = -0.09\pm0.01$, t-test, $t_4 = -6.12$, $p<0.01$).

Discussion

In the present binocular rivalry experiments, we systematically varied the strength of visual motion stimuli in the two eyes by manipulating either the contrast or the coherence of the random-dot motion pattern in one eye or in both eyes simultaneously. In the asymmetric condition, we found that both contrast and coherence manipulations in one eye resulted in substantial dominance changes of both the ipsilateral and contralateral eye. The overall effect was that mean dominance durations of the eye receiving the stronger stimulus increased while mean dominance durations of the other eye decreased, albeit less steeply. But, where
changes in dominance duration of the weaker stimulus were quite small in the contrast experiments, those changes were much larger in the coherence experiment, at least in some of our subjects. Furthermore, in all our subjects, the effects of increasing the contrast in one eye (relative to the other) were much weaker than the effect of decreasing the contrast in that same eye by a similar amount (in % Michelson), while these effects typically were more balanced in the coherence experiments. We also found striking differences between contrast and coherence manipulations in the symmetric condition. Increasing the contrast in the two eyes simultaneously produced a systematic, monotonic decrease in their mean dominance durations, but increases in coherence first increased and then decreased the mean dominance durations of both eyes. The same held true for durations of the alternation cycle, indicating a nonmonotonic change in the alternation rate. Our coherence experiments thus demonstrate clear violations of both L2 and L4. However, as we will discuss below, these violations are fully consistent with the predictions of adaptation mutual-inhibition models. Also the apparent discrepancy between the effects of contrast and coherence manipulations can be reconciled within this framework.

**Stimulus Strength**

A direct comparison between the effects of contrast and coherence manipulations is not trivial because contrast and coherence define stimulus strength in different physical units. In an attempt to address this problem, we measured the subjects’ motion-direction discrimination thresholds for contrast and coherence, and normalized the stimulus strengths with respect to this psychophysical performance index. Although perception of a monocular image is clearly different when there is a rivaling stimulus in the other eye [39], such normalization might still provide a unified measure of stimulus strength for contrast and coherence. It appeared, however, that this linear rescaling did not work. This is shown in Fig. 6, where the mean dominance durations from the contrast (solid curves) and coherence (dashed curves) experiments are plotted as a function of normalized stimulus strength for unilateral (Fig. 6A) and bilateral (Fig. 6B) stimulus manipulations (exclusive percepts only). The overall offset difference between the contrast and coherence response curves was in part due to the fact that data included different participants each having different mean dominance durations. Even so, it is clear that also the shapes of the contrast and coherence response curves are clearly different for both the symmetric and asymmetric conditions. For example, increasing the contrast in both eyes from 2 to 8 times the threshold produced a systematic decrease in mean dominance durations, while a decrease in mean dominance durations was only observed if the coherence increased beyond 6 times the threshold (Fig. 6B). Given that there may be complex interactions between contrast and motion sensitivity, it is possible that the differences between the contrast and coherence results are partly due to the fact that the fixed coherence in the contrast experiments (i.e., 100%) had a normalized stimulus strength of ~25, whereas the fixed contrast in the coherence experiments (i.e., 98% Michelson) had a normalized strength of ~13. The observed differences between the two sets of experiments could also arise
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The simulations presented below indeed support this notion.

Model Simulations

To better understand the apparent differences between the contrast and coherence experiments, we performed simulations with a simplified version of the bistable perception model by Noest et al. [4], which shares the basic properties of other adaptation mutual-inhibition models (Fig. 7A). Like most adaptation mutual-inhibition models of binocular rivalry, this model has two adapting units which cross-inhibit each other through their output. The cross-inhibition produces suppression of the initially weaker percept while the other one becomes dominant. The inhibitory influence of the dominant unit on the suppressed unit then slowly decays as a result of adaptation of the dominant unit, allowing the suppressed unit to (re)gain dominance. This, in turn, allows the previously-dominant unit to recover from adaptation, and restart the alternation cycle.

Simulations with this model indicated that the inter-subject differences observed in the coherence experiments, as well as the apparent difference between the contrast and coherence experiments, may be understood from differences in how the physical stimulus strengths map onto the neural inputs of the two competing populations. Figure 7B shows the two different mapping functions that we used. Each mapping function had only two free parameters. For contrast, we assumed a nonlinear compression function whereas for coherence we assumed linear modulation relative to a fixed baseline [as suggested by neurophysiologic data from, e.g., 40,41,42]. The parameters of these two functions were adjusted manually to roughly fit the model responses to our data while keeping all other model parameters fixed to their default value (after Noest et al., 2006). We thus had only two degrees of freedom to fit the shape of the response curves for the contrast and coherence experiments, respectively. Note that with these different functions we were indeed able to reproduce the qualitative differences that were observed between the coherence and contrast manipulations: For the asymmetric conditions (Fig. 7C) we obtained a peaked and a monotonically decreasing response function, respectively. For the asymmetric conditions, the biggest effect occurred either in the contralateral unit (Fig. 7D) or in the unit which received the strongest input (Fig. 7E), depending on the nature of the input mapping function. This strongly suggests that contrast and coherence manipulations influence the competition in a similar fashion, albeit with different nonlinear scaling of the input. How the joint effect of contrast and coherence influences the rivalry dynamics remains an open question, which we did not address in this paper.

Violation of L4

One intriguing feature of adaptation mutual-inhibition models is that increasing the two inputs $X_1$ and $X_2$ simultaneously yields an initial increase in percept durations followed by a decrease in percept durations for higher input strengths [26,27]. The solid
response curve in Fig. 7C (coherence) clearly illustrates this feature for the Noest model [Noest et al., 2007]. This general inability of adaptation mutual-inhibition models to comply with L4 became a motivation for alternative approaches within a mutual inhibition framework [43] as well as models not based on adaptation [23,28]. However, experimental data on L4 at low stimulus strengths are scarce. One reason for this is the limited ability of low contrast stimuli to evoke binocular rivalry [19,29]. For example, orthogonal gratings dichoptically presented at low contrasts fuse into a plaid percept [29,44]. Our subjects reported seeing no stimulus whatsoever once the contrast of the opponent motion stimuli in the two eyes dropped below 85% of the motion...
discrimination threshold for unambiguous stimuli (data not shown). Such low contrast values were therefore not included in the range of input strengths tested in our study. Within the range of contrasts that did elicit motion percepts, our results fully complied with L4, demonstrating no opposite trend in the lower contrast range (Fig. 1B).

Given the difficulty to elicit binocular rivalry at near-threshold contrasts, we tested L4 for low stimulus strengths by changing motion coherence instead of contrast. Note that decreasing coherence significantly below the motion-discrimination threshold did not lead to a breakdown in bistable perception. Although subjects were given the instruction to press no button in case of having no coherent motion percept (null percept), or to press both buttons for a piecemeal or transparent percept (mixed percept), the predominance values indicated that either leftward or rightward motion percepts were dominant for nearly 80% of the time even if the coherence level was below the 75%-correct motion discrimination threshold (Fig. 4A). At these low coherence values, increases in stimulus strength did evoke robust increases in mean dominance durations (Fig. 4B), as predicted by adaptation mutual-inhibition models (Fig. 7C), and this increase continued for motion coherence values up to about 10 X the subjects’ motion discrimination threshold.

The systematic increase in dominance of the noise percepts with decreasing coherence (Fig. 4) shows, that part of this effect could be due to the fact that the coherent percepts give way to noise-like percepts, which is not surprising, given that motion-direction discrimination becomes more difficult with decreasing motion coherence. However, we found clear evidence that task difficulty alone cannot explain why L4 was strongly violated by our data in the low coherence range. The decline in dominance durations of the coherent motion percepts with decreasing coherence was much bigger than the concomitant increase in dominance durations of the noise percepts. In addition, the latter was paralleled by a simultaneous decrease in dominance durations of the mixed percepts (Fig. 4B). Furthermore, our analysis of the alternation cycles, which accounted for the occurrence of mixed and noise percepts, clearly showed that the cycle durations decreased in the low coherence range (Fig. 5), as predicted by the model analysis of Shpiro [26]. We thus conclude that the observed violations of L4 are fully consistent with the predictions of adaptation mutual-inhibition models [26,27].

Alternative Representation of Motion Coherence?

As shown in Fig. 7, our data from both the contrast and coherence experiments are fully captured by adaptation mutual-inhibition models in which stimulus strength is represented by the amplitude of the inputs $X_1$ and $X_2$. In principle, however, our manipulations of motion coherence could instead have influenced the amount of noise in the populations (by default, in Fig. 7, the independent noise added to the units’ inputs was given by: $\delta_0 N = -N_0 \tau_0 + \sigma_1 \varepsilon(0.12/\tau_0) \eta_i$ (2), with standard deviation $\sigma_1 = 0.03$ and timescale $\tau_0 = 0.1$ s. $\eta_i$ (2) is white noise with zero mean and unit variance). We tested if this alternative possibility could also account for our data, but this was not the case (data not shown). When we fixed the noise $N_i$ added to the input of unit 1 (i.e., $I_1 = F(X_2) + N_1$) and manipulated the variance of the noise $N_2$ added to the input of unit 2 to simulate the asymmetric condition (with mean input strengths fixed at $X_1 = X_2 = 5$), the mean dominance durations of both units decreased simultaneously and monotonically as a function of increasing noise $N_2$. Such behavior is clearly different from both revised L2 and our data. Simulating the symmetric condition by simultaneously changing the amount of noise ($\sigma_1 = \sigma_2$) received by both neural populations, yielded results similar to the asymmetric condition, hence predicting solely a decrease in dominance durations as a function of increasing noise in both units. This is again different from both our data and L4.

Non-exclusive Percepts

For simplicity, we did incorporate non-exclusive percepts in our model simulations. We note, however, that the observed increase in mixed motion percepts in the coherence experiments (Fig. 4) might be explained by the strength of those stimuli in relation to the strength of the cross-inhibition. The adaptation mutual-inhibition model of Fig. 7 indeed predicts that for sufficiently strong stimuli in both eyes the cross-inhibition is no longer able to fully suppress activity of either one of the two populations. This might have occurred for the higher coherent stimuli in the coherence experiments, because in those experiments the motion stimuli were also presented at comparatively high contrasts (i.e., 98% Michelson).

Thresholding the units’ activity levels could provide a means to introduce ‘null’ percepts, but we think a more elaborate model is called for. After all, there is a clear difference between low contrast stimuli which subjects cannot see at all together, and noisy stimuli which subjects do see, but for which they cannot identify the direction of motion. Since motion-direction discrimination probably involves the integration of activity across populations of neurons broadly tuned to different directions of visual motion [e.g., 45,46], we speculate that binocular motion rivalry also involves competition between such populations of motion-sensitive neurons. Providing those populations with noisy inputs will result in flatter activation profiles, leading to longer and more often occurring epochs of perceptual uncertainty, while lowering the stimulus contrast will eventually elicit no response whatsoever.

Conclusion

We found that L4, like L2, is only valid in a limited range of stimulus strengths. Outside that range, the opposite is true. These results support the validity of adaptation mutual-inhibition models for binocular rivalry both at low and at high stimulus strengths. The predictions of these models actually fit the experimental data obtained in our study better than Levelt’s classic L2 and L4 propositions do.

Supporting Information

**Figure S1 Contrast manipulation in both eyes.** Top and bottom-left panels show predominance of exclusive (black solid curves), mixed (gray dotted curves) and null (gray dashed curves) percepts as a function of stimulus contrast (in % Michelson) in the two eyes from 5 individual subjects. In the bottom-right panel, solid lines are polynomial fits to the data (see Methods) for the exclusive (circles, $a_0 = 45.59 \pm 0.28$ and $a_1 = -0.01 \pm 0.008$), null (triangles, $a_0 = 0.85 \pm 0.48$ and $a_1 = 0.02 \pm 0.01$) and mixed (squares, $a_0 = -0.04 \pm 0.11$ and $a_1 = 0.004 \pm 0.003$) percept, averaged across n = 5 subjects. Error bars indicate $\pm$1 SEM. (EPS)

**Figure S2 Contrast manipulation in both eyes.** Top and bottom-left panels show mean dominance durations of exclusive (black solid curves), mixed (gray dotted curves) and null (gray dashed curves) percepts as a function of stimulus contrast in the two eyes from 5 individual subjects. In the bottom-right panel, solid lines are polynomial fits to the data (see Methods) for the exclusive (circles, $a_0 = 5.60 \pm 0.16$, $a_1 = -0.16 \pm 0.01$ and $a_2 = 0.002 \pm 0.0002$), null (triangles, $a_0 = 0.10 \pm 0.06$ and $a_1 = 0.0003 \pm 0.002$) and mixed (squares, $a_0 = 0.00 \pm 0.00$ and
α₁x = 0.00 ± 0.00 percep, averaged across n = 5 subjects. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

(EPS)

Figure S3 Contrast manipulation in one eye. Top and bottom-left panels show predominance of exclusive percep corresponding to the motion in the ipsilateral (black solid curves) and contralateral (gray solid curves) eye, and predominance of mixed (gray dotted curves) and null (gray dashed curves) percep as a function of contrast in the ipsilateral eye, from 5 individual subjects. In the bottom-right panel, solid lines are polynomial fits to the data (see Methods) for the exclusive percep corresponding to the motion in the ipsilateral (black circles, \( \alpha_0 = -44.05 ± 2.70, \alpha_1 = 5.78 ± 0.28, \alpha_2 = -0.12 ± 0.01 \) and \( \alpha_3 = -0.001 ± 0.0001 \)) and contralateral (gray circles, \( \alpha_0 = 140.48 ± 4.00, \alpha_1 = -5.49 ± 0.42, \alpha_2 = -0.11 ± 0.01 \) and \( \alpha_3 = -0.0008 ± 0.0001 \)) eye, as well as for the null (triangles, \( \alpha_0 = 0.38 ± 0.47 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 0.07 ± 0.01 \)) and mixed (squares, \( \alpha_0 = 0.00 ± 0.00 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 0.00 ± 0.00 \)) percep. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

(EPS)

Figure S4 Contrast manipulation in one eye. Top and bottom-left panels show mean dominance durations of exclusive percep in the ipsilateral (black solid curves) and contralateral (gray solid curves) eye, and mean dominance durations of mixed (gray dotted curves) and null (gray dashed curves) percep as a function of contrast in the ipsilateral eye, from 5 individual subjects. In the bottom-right panel, solid lines are polynomial fits to the averaged data from n = 5 subjects (see Methods) for the exclusive percep corresponding to the motion in the ipsilateral (black circles, \( \alpha_0 = -0.93 ± 0.30 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 0.05 ± 0.01 \)) and contralateral (gray circles, \( \alpha_0 = 42.88 ± 3.98, \alpha_1 = -3.22 ± 0.42, \alpha_2 = 0.08 ± 0.01 \) and \( \alpha_3 = -0.0007 ± 0.0001 \)) eye, as well as for the null (triangles, \( \alpha_0 = 0.11 ± 0.03 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 0.0004 ± 0.0008 \)) and mixed (squares, \( \alpha_0 = 0.00 ± 0.00 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 0.00 ± 0.00 \)) percep. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

(EPS)

Figure S5 Contrast manipulation in one eye. Predominance (A) and mean dominance duration (B) of the ipsilateral (black) and contralateral (gray) eye both changed as a function of stimulus contrast in the ipsilateral eye. Solid lines represent data obtained in contrast experiment 1, averaged across the n = 6 participants (c.f., Fig. 2). Dashed lines show the results from contrast experiment 2 averaged across n = 3 subjects. Contrast of the coherently moving dots in the contralateral eye was fixed at 33% Michelson. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

(EPS)

Figure S6 Static orthogonal gratings. Predominance (A) and mean dominance duration (B) changed both in the ipsilateral (black) and contralateral (gray) eyes as a function of grating contrast in the ipsilateral eye. Contrast of the sinusoidal grating in the contralateral eye was fixed at 33% Michelson. Data averaged across n = 5 subjects. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

(EPS)

Figure S7 Coherence manipulation in one eye. Top and bottom-left panels show predominance of exclusive percep in the ipsilateral (black solid curves) and contralateral (gray solid curves) eye, and predominance of mixed (gray dotted curves) and null (gray dashed curves) percep as a function of coherence in the ipsilateral eye. For the graphical purposes, the data from only n = 5 subjects are plotted. In the bottom-right panel, solid lines are polynomial fits to the averaged data from all n = 6 subjects (see Methods) for the exclusive percep corresponding to the motion in the ipsilateral (black circles, \( \alpha_0 = 13.24 ± 1.59 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 1.39 ± 0.08 \)) and contralateral (gray circles, \( \alpha_0 = 64.40 ± 1.53 \) and \( \alpha_1 = -1.17 ± 0.07 \)) eye, as well as for the null (triangles, \( \alpha_0 = 19.62 ± 1.90 \) and \( \alpha_1 = -0.40 ± 0.09 \)) and mixed (squares, \( \alpha_0 = -0.21 ± 0.13 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 0.02 ± 0.006 \)) percep. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

(EPS)

Figure S8 Coherence manipulation in one eye. Top and bottom-left panels show mean dominance durations of exclusive percep in the ipsilateral (black solid curves) and contralateral (gray solid curves) eye, and mean dominance durations of mixed (gray dotted curves) and null (gray dashed curves) percep as a function of coherence in the ipsilateral eye. For the graphical purposes, the data from only n = 5 subjects are plotted. In the bottom-right panel, solid lines are polynomial fits to the averaged data from all n = 6 subjects (see Methods) for the exclusive percep corresponding to the motion in the ipsilateral (black circles, \( \alpha_0 = 8.56 ± 1.79, \alpha_1 = -0.99 ± 0.31, \alpha_2 = 0.07 ± 0.02 \) and \( \alpha_3 = -0.001 ± 0.0003 \)) and contralateral (gray circles, \( \alpha_0 = 11.18 ± 0.23 \) and \( \alpha_1 = -0.24 ± 0.01 \)) eye, as well as for the null (triangles, \( \alpha_0 = 3.29 ± 0.56 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 0.07 ± 0.03 \)) and mixed (squares, \( \alpha_0 = -0.11 ± 0.07 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 0.003 ± 0.003 \)) percep. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

(EPS)

Figure S9 Coherence manipulation in both eyes. Top and bottom-left panels show predominance of exclusive (black solid curves), mixed (gray dotted curves) and null (gray dashed curves) percep as a function of stimulus coherence in the two eyes, from n = 4 individual subjects. In the bottom-right panel, solid lines are polynomial fits to the data (see Methods) for the exclusive (circles, \( \alpha_0 = 43.99 ± 0.48 \) and \( \alpha_1 = -0.03 ± 0.01 \)), null (triangles, \( \alpha_0 = 11.71 ± 1.00 \) and \( \alpha_1 = -0.15 ± 0.02 \)) and mixed (squares, \( \alpha_0 = 0.30 ± 0.69 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 0.10 ± 0.02 \)) percep, averaged across n = 4 subjects. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

(EPS)

Figure S10 Coherence manipulation in both eyes. Top and bottom-left panels show mean cycle durations of exclusive (black solid curves), mixed (gray dotted curves) and null (gray dashed curves) percep as a function of stimulus coherence in the two eyes, from n = 4 individual subjects. In the bottom-right panel, solid lines are polynomial fits to the data (see Methods) for the exclusive (circles, \( \alpha_0 = 5.3 ± 0.3 \), \( \alpha_1 = 0.99 ± 0.07 \), \( \alpha_2 = -0.01 ± 0.002 \) and \( \alpha_3 = 3.37 ± 1.15 \times 10^{-5} \)), null (triangles, \( \alpha_0 = 2.24 ± 0.21 \) and \( \alpha_1 = -0.03 ± 0.005 \)) and mixed (squares, \( \alpha_0 = 0.18 ± 0.26 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 0.03 ± 0.006 \)) percep, averaged across n = 4 subjects. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

(EPS)

Figure S11 Coherence manipulation in both eyes. Top and bottom-left panels show mean cycle durations of exclusive percep as a function of stimulus coherence in the two eyes, from n = 4 individual subjects. In the bottom-right panel, solid lines are polynomial fits to the data (see Methods) for the exclusive (circles, \( \alpha_0 = 8.58 ± 0.63 \), \( \alpha_1 = 0.41 ± 0.07 \), \( \alpha_2 = -0.01 ± 0.002 \) and \( \alpha_3 = (4.49 ± 1.19) \times 10^{-5} \)), averaged across n = 4 subjects. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

(EPS)
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